Vertebral Artery Transection in Non-Penetrating Cervical Spine Injury: A Case Report
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Abstract

Introduction: Vertebral artery injury associated with blunt cervical trauma has been infrequently reported. The prevalence of traumatic vertebral artery injury is approximately 0.5-2.0% to overall trauma patients, usually occurs in the setting of high-energy trauma. The most common mechanism of injury was high-speed motor vehicle collisions and pedestrian-versus-automobile collision. Here, we would like to report a case of cervical spine fracture with cord injury and left vertebral artery transection after a slipping down event that was successfully managed by endovascular intervention with favourable outcome.

Case report: A 42-year-old man having medical history of alcoholic liver disease and hepatitis C was sent to our ER in December 2016 in a conscious disturbance and hypotension state after suffering a slipping down event at a slope in a market after drinking. After resuscitation, a series of trauma imaging survey was arranged.

Results: His CT scan of brain showed essentially negative finding; his CT scan of C-spine demonstrated fracture of right transverse process and transverse foramen of C3, avulsion fracture of left transverse process of C4; his MRI of C-spine disclosed a large hematoma at pre-vertebral space, cord contusion and hemorrhage at C3/C4 without significant compressive lesion and loss of flow void at left upper vertebral artery at the level of C3-C4. Angiography was arranged to identify his vascular injury and it showed the interruption of left vertebral artery at C4 with formation of arteriovenous fistula draining into adjacent venous plexus. After evaluating his vital signs, liver function, and family discussion, endovascular intervention was preferred to manage his left vertebral artery injury. After the detachable coils were approved, successful trapping of the left vertebral artery was done by endovascular embolization. The angiography performed just before coiling showed the newly development of pseudoaneurysm closed to the injured site. 27 days after admission, he was discharged with stable vital signs, clear consciousness, but the muscle power of his right upper limb was grade 2/5 while the muscle power of his other extremities was grade 4/5 and he had no sphincter problem.

Conclusion: There is a particularly high risk for vertebral artery injury in the setting of cervical spine fractures with subluxation, and/or extension to the foramen transversarium. Under such circumstances, the vascular injury most likely occurs when tensile or shear strain exceeds the mechanical limits of arterial tissue during hyperflexion, hyperextension, anteroposterior translation, and/or forcible rotation. Displaced bone fragments can injure the artery directly especially when the foramen transversarium is disrupted. The clinician must be aware of the presence of vertebral artery injury in cases of cervical spine trauma.
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Introduction

Blunt traumatic vertebral artery injury is relatively rare and its prevalence is approximately 0.5 to 2.0% to overall trauma patients [1,2]. 70% of all traumatic vertebral artery injury patients have an associated cervical spine fracture [3]. There are three types of cervical spine fractures associated with higher risk of vertebral artery injury: (1) fractures involving a transverse foramen; (2) subluxation; (3) fractures involving the upper cervical spine (C1-C3) [2-4]. Outcomes for patients suffering from vertebral artery injury can range from asymptomatic to posterior circulation stroke and even death [2,4].

Based on the angiographic appearance, blunt cerebrovascular injuries, including carotid artery injury and vertebral artery injury, have been graded as followings: grade I=irregularity of vessel wall or a dissection/intramural hematoma with less than 25% luminal stenosis; grade II=intraluminal thrombus or raised intimal flap is visualized, or dissection/intramural hematoma with 25% or more luminal
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narrowing; grade III=pseudoaneurysms; grade IV=vessels occlusions; grade V=vessel transaction or hemodynamically significant arteriovenous fistula [1-4].

Case Presentation

A 42-year-old man having medical history of alcoholic liver disease and hepatitis C was sent to our ER in December 2016 in a conscious disturbance and hypotension state after suffering a slipping down event at a slope in a market.

At ER, his initial recorded Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) score was E3V2M5; his pupils size was 2.0/2.0 with light reflex and his initial recorded vital signs were as followings: BP=91/76 mmHg, HR=81/min, RR=18/min, O2 saturation=93%. His alcohol level was 319 mg/dL. Soon after arrival, his blood pressure dropped to 78/55 mmHg, and air hunger was noted.

After resuscitation, a series of trauma imaging survey was arranged. His computed tomography (CT) scan of brain showed essentially negative finding; his CT scan of C-spine demonstrated fracture of right transverse process and transverse foramen of C3, avulsion fracture of left transverse process of C4 (Figure 1); his magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of C-spine disclosed a large hematoma at pre-vertebral space, cord contusion and hemorrhage at C3/C4 and loss of flow void at left upper vertebral artery at the level of C3-C4 (Figure 2).

From imaging, there was no significant cord compression, so no emergent surgical intervention was arranged.

Figure 1 CT scan of C-spine [Sagittal view showing fracture of right transverse process and transverse foramen of C3 (↙), avulsion fracture of left transverse process of C4 (←)].

This patient was admitted to intensive care unit (ICU) for intensive care and monitoring. Angiography was arranged to identify his vascular injury and it showed the interruption of left vertebral artery at C4 with formation of arteriovenous fistula draining into adjacent venous plexus (Figure 3).

Figure 3 Angiography [ (A) AP view (B) lateral view demonstrating the interruption of left vertebral artery at C4 (←) with formation of arteriovenous fistula draining into adjacent venous plexus (curve arrow)].

The post-procedural angiography demonstrated successful trapping of the left vertebral artery and the embolization of the pseudoaneurysm by detachable coils (Figure 5).

27 days after admission, he was discharged with stable vital signs, clear consciousness, but the muscle power of his right upper limb was grade 2/5 while the muscle power of his other extremities was grade 4/5 and he had no sphincter problem. Intensive rehabilitation program was arranged in a local hospital closed to his habitation after discharge.
Discussion and Conclusion

There is a particularly high risk for vertebral artery injury in the setting of cervical spine fractures with subluxation, and/or extension to the foramen transversarium [3,4]. The vascular injury most likely occurs when tensile or shear strain exceeds the mechanical limits of arterial tissue during hyperflexion, hyperextension, anteroposterior translation, and/or forcible rotation [4,5]. Displaced bone fragments can injure the artery directly especially when the foramen transversarium is disrupted [4]. Traumatic vertebral artery injury can present as occlusion, dissection, thrombosis, intimal injury, pseudoaneurysm, rupture, arteriovenous fistula and division [1,2,5]. The incidence of neurologic deficits secondary to vertebral artery injury ranges from 0% to 24% in published series [2]. Angiography has been the gold standard for the diagnosis of vertebral artery injury [2,4]. The treatment options to this particular vascular injury include close observation in asymptomatic patients, antiplatelet agents, heparin anticoagulation, thrombolytics, surgery and endovascular treatments [1,2,5]. The clinician must be aware of the presence of vertebral artery injury in cases of cervical spine trauma.
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